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Painting
Workshops
with Gabrielle Jones, fine artist
Uncertain Truth – Gabrielle Jones

A

re you in charge of a resort and want
to attract your guests with cultural
interests?
Do you have a wonderful home, holiday
house or favourite retreat in a special
location?
Want to develop your painting or gain
guidance or mentoring for a creative
group of friends?
Or do you just want to indulge
your creative juices and see your
environment in a new light?
Gabrielle Jones is a qualified,
experienced and in-demand Painting
Tutor and Mentor who is available for
weekend classes, individual tuition and
workshops at your location. Perfect for
connecting into the art scene, hosting a
weekend with a difference for friends or
family, immersing yourself in landscape
“Plein air” painting, or for group weekends away.
Gabrielle will help you see and experience your favourite
place in a new and different way; to leave your every day
life behind and deeply relax by accessing the right side of
the brain; and learn to play again. Or you could discover
a creative bone you may have thought absent, dead or
gone!
Classes are structured according to your aims and
needs – they can be challenging or just fun, and include
drawing and/or painting and demonstrations, advice
on technique and idea generation, or constructive
comments and suggestions that help you go to the next
skill level – always in an encouraging and confidenceenhancing manner creating a relaxing, enjoyable and
effective way to learn.

Professional, National Art School trained,
Experienced teacher BFA (NAS) Painting,
BA (Syd) – Education, Psychology

Groups can range from 1 to 12 people and tuition is
available at $500/day for the workshop (10am-4pm), plus
$40 per hour travel plus expenses.
Two day courses are recommended for really activating
the creative brain and for quicker learning, whilst the four
day intensive courses provide greater depth to launch
you to a new level creatively.
Note: We can also arrange appropriate, interesting and
beautiful painting locations and details for an extra admin
fee of $250 per course.
Gabrielle’s workshop on Abstract Landscapes was
wonderful. Gabrielle’s teaching was professional,
structured and inspiring. Discussions around a range
of artist’s techniques and their interpretation of the
visual landscape provided a point of reference for us to
experiment. For me, the workshop provided a new way
of interpreting what I see and the start of new journey in
my painting… loved it!
Debra, Chatswood
Having attended a number of workshops, I can sincerely
state that Gabrielle’s method of teaching and relaxed
style brought out what looked like the best from all the
class. It was a stimulating and instructive three hour
session, at the end of which I felt thoroughly exhausted
and thoroughly delighted by the experience. I am greatly
looking forward to attending another Gabrielle Jones
workshop… soon.
Brenda, Bowral

❦ GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE ❦
For further information and bookings contact:

Gabrielle Jones
Art CLASS SYDNEY
email: art@gabriellejones.com.au
www.artclasssydney.com.au
mobile: 0410 622 264

